Strategic Ad Campaign
Promote and Explain PBM Value
in the Rx Drug Pricing Debate

US House
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Kevin McCarthy
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Drug Benefit Solutions
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Drug Benefit Solutions
Best Public Affairs Campaign (Finalist and Honorable Mention)
“To promote pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) and the proven tools they utilize in lowing prescription drug costs
and increasing access, the association’s DrugBenefitSolutions.com…
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Drug Benefit Solutions
Integrated Campaigns
Marketing Effectiveness

Results
“For several weeks, it seemed you couldn’t check out a video on YouTube or pull up an Internet news site without seeing an
embedded and unprecedented public branding effort extolling the virtues of pharmacy benefit managers (PBM’s and the
savings they generate as a broker of patient medicine.)
“But this was no ordinary commercial campaign. Why would an industry practically no one has ever heard of spend
considerable resources running a clever branding campaign for something none of us can buy on our own?” (2/28/17)

“[PCMA has] formed a partnership with conservative advocacy groups and created an advertising campaign
called Drug Benefit Solutions… where it detailed just why its members were ‘uniquely positioned to save
consumers money.’ (5/29/17)

Results
“The Pharmaceutical
Care Management
Association, which
represents pharmacy
benefit managers,
quickly defended itself
by saying the "simplest,
most obvious way for
drugmakers to reduce
costs and improve
access is to cut their
prices.” (3/29/17)

“PCMA recently
launched an online
campaign called “Drug
Benefit Solutions” on
transparency and the
role PBMs play in the
pharmaceutical
marketplace.”
(February 28, 2017 - Merritt
interview followed)

“As that PhRMA ad
campaign launched,
the Pharmaceutical
Care Management
Association (PCMA)
struck back…” (6/9/17)

To combat these
massive price hikes,
PBMs are hired by
employers, unions, and
health plans to negotiate
lower drug costs for their
enrollees. They do this
by negotiating with drug
manufacturers and
pharmacies, developing
networks of pharmacies,
promoting generic
drugs… (5/11/17)

“PCMA, in fact, already
has its own advertising
and lobbying
campaign, ‘Drug
Benefits Solutions,’
which it launched
earlier this year after
some pharma
companies leveled
criticism at PBMs
through the fall.”
4/10/17

Communication Realities
•

Communication makes your
message understood and
remembered.

•

Communication alone will
not force audience to believe
your message, nor change
their behavior.

•

This campaign: make
audience aware of PBM
value and instill
understanding of how PBMs
implement those values.

The Plan
GOAL
•

•

•

Promote awareness
and understanding
of PBM value
proposition
Counter
accusations
Part of the solution

AUDIENCE
•
•
•
•

Policymakers
Healthcare opinion
leaders
Allies and
influencers
Federal and state

APPROACH
•
•

•
•

Leverage popularity
of “Drug Benefits”
Audience focused
messages (quick /
relevant)
New PCMA brand
Smart and effective

MESSAGES
•
•

•
•

How does drug
pricing work?
How PBMs reduce
cost and protect
consumers
Rebates /
transparency
Policy solutions

Strategic Design
Each ad is designed for a specific
goal.

Brand Ads

Video Ads

Expandable Ads

Introduce
campaign name
via high-volume
impressions.

Build understanding
by engaging
audience while they
are reviewing
relevant material.

Increase understanding
by putting a functional
micro-site on relevant
external news sites.

Specific
Issue Ads
Attract audiences that
are hyper-interested in
that issue.

Sponsorships
Opportunity for
face-to-face
meeting with
groups of key
audiences.

Message Delivery
Delivering the right message via the
right method increases engagements
and improves effectiveness.

•

Publishers (75% name-brand, 90% relevant content, 10% retargeted)

•

Videos and Banners (Video/Click = Understanding, Banner = Awareness)

•

Desktop and Mobile (65% of site traffic was mobile/tablet)

•

Select Only High-Value Sponsorships

•

Search (93% of online experiences begin with a search engine)

•

Repeat Visitors (ads “retargeting” those who previously engaged w/ campaign)

Campaign Metrics
DBS performed 30%-200% better
than similar campaigns in almost
every area.
• Completed Video Views:
200% above average
• Click-Through Rate:
30% above average
• Campaign Engagement Rate*:
60% above average

* Engagement Rate = percentage of those seeing ad
who also interacted by watching more than 50% of
video, clicking on ad, or expanding ad panels.

Jan-Sept 2017

•

97 million messages delivered.

•

24.3 million videos viewed (8% completed views, 200% above average).
+1.2 million in US Capitol
+1.8 million to HHS, FDA and CMS

•

Website Traffic
1,000+ per day (click rate 30% above average)

•

Top Interests (pages)
1.

How PBMs Reduce Costs

2.

Drug Rebates

3.

How Does Drug Pricing Work?

4.

What is Transparency

Other Campaign Metrics
•

7 million ads in Politico Healthcare consistently outperformed site average by 25%. User
interest (duration of engagement) was 200% better than campaign average.

•

Rebates video was viewed 587,571 times on Capitol Hill when released in April (42,267
complete views).

•

25% of videos appearing on Axios were viewed to end (300% above average).

•

Those who previously engaged with campaign were 120% more likely to re-engage when
provided new ads (retargeting campaign).

Smart Placements
Relevant
Geo-target
Political interest
Healthcare focus
Relevant content
Branded publication

Messages rotated to keep
interesting.
Vary delivery to avoid oversaturation and improve retention.
Optimize to maximize engagement
rates.

Desktop
People were 30% more likely to
engage with the desktop ads than in
similar desktop campaigns.

Mobile
Mobile provides greater number of
video views.
For this campaign, mobile also
produced higher percentage of clicks
to website after viewing video.

Healthcare e-Newsletters
Policymakers and healthcare
professionals rely on newsletters for
top-line, relevant information.

“We noticed your competitors
are chasing your ad copy.”
Comment from anonymous newsletter publisher.

NBC / Axios “Healthcare in 2017”

April 5, 2017

Exclusive sponsorship of high-end
news event introduced Drug Benefit
Solutions directly to top DC policy
and media audiences and engaged
them in face-to-face conversation.

Mark Merritt, President and CEO, PCMA
delivers remarks.

Featuring:
U.S. House Majority leader, Kevin McCarthy (right)
Chuck Todd of NBC’s "Meet the Press"
Attendees at April 5th, 2017 event.

California

April 5 – May 3, 2017, May 11 – June 2, 2017

Campaign targeting California
legislators and politically influential
during legislative session in
Sacramento.
Includes use of local political
outlets, newsletters, and
geo-targeted video / banners
on politically-trusted,
brand-name publishers.

PERFORMANCE
•

5,682,518 messages delivered

•

1,252,239 videos viewed

- 9% viewed entire video (225% above average).
•

Ads featured in Capital Weekly, Round-Up Newsletter, Sacramento Bee, LA Times, The Atlantic,
Newsweek, many others.

California

Examples

LA Times Mobile

Florida

April 7 – May 5, 2017

One-month campaign extending
Drug Benefit Solutions goals to
Florida legislators and politically
influential during the legislative
session in Tallahassee.
Used geo-targeted and
contextually relevant targeting of
video and banner ads across
high-profile political websites,
e-newsletters and healthcare
news pages.

PERFORMANCE
•
•

1,025,237 messages delivered
275,262 videos viewed
- 11% viewed entire video (275% above average)

•

Ads featured in multiple high-profile political newsletters, local and geo-targeted national publishers.

Florida

Politico Florida

Politico.com/Florida

Examples

